
13.43 - Personnel Data 

STATEMENET of OFFICER MICHAEL ROCKLIN 

On 01/16/2013 Officer Rocklin was interviewed at MPD IAU. He was given the Garrity 

notice and he signed the data practices form. 

Officer Rocklin was working on-duty in MPD uniform on 11/15/2013. I provided Officer 

Hanlon with copies of a MPD CAPRS report and VISINT report for CCN 13-380829. He 

was the assigned SRO 13.43 - Personnel Data on 11/15/2013. He reported that 

Officer Barnes and Officer O'Hanlon were working off-duty call sign 6404 on 

11/15/2013. 

He reported that school dismissal was occurring and hundreds of students were leaving 

school for the day. A staff member at the school reported several suspects in the area 

were wearing masks. Officer Rocklin's concern was that that fights were common in the 

area at school dismissal. 

Officer Rocklin responded to the area of 43rd Av and Morgan Av N. Officer Rocklin 

observed several juvenile males wearing masks run into the yards in the area. The 

masks) worn were Halloween masks. The subjects were hiding their identity. Officer's 
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Barze and O'Hanlon had a group detained nearby. Officer Barze drove a marked squad 

to the group and Officer O'Hanlon approached as well. 

Officer Rocklin went to where the students were detained at Officer Barze's squad to 

figure out was happening. Once at that location of the stop, Officer Rocklin heard a 

radio transmission over the school radio. An unknown staff member aired that one of 

the males detained was 2606.171- Juvenile Records had a warrant for his arrest. 

Officer Rocklin reported that a probation officer called the school earlier in the day 

inquiring about . None of the students identified himself as 

School staff provided a clothing description of that matched the 

description of a male detained. 

• ze had the described male suspect exit and he identified himself as

Students in the area began to scream, "Get the fuck away from him....some -

body should pop a cap." Others in the area began to incite the crowd. It was estimated 

there were 25-30 students involved. Officer Rocklin heard Officer Barze tell 

to turn around and place his hands behind his back. 

2606.171- Juvenile Records 

Officer Rocklin focused his attention on the crowd and the next thing he knew "they 

were falling down to the ground." Officer Barze and Officer O'Hanlon had hands on the 

suspect 

used. 

. Officer Barze and Officer O'Hanlon were giving verbal commands to 

to place his hands behind his back as his hands were underneath him. 

had one handcuff on. Officer Rocklin denied that a take-down technique was 

was, "spinning around" and he went off balance and down, "it was a 

clumsy fall" according to Officer Rocklin. Officer Rocklin used one hand to hold 

to the ground was handcuffed and secured in Officer Barze's 

squad car. Officer Rocklin began to disperse the crowd. 

Officer Rocklin reported that Metro Transit PD drove past; however he believed that 

as already in-custody when they drove past. Officer Rocklin did not 

know the Metro Transit Officers by name and they did not exit their squad car (SUV type 

squad.) 
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Officer Rocklin reported that was arrested for a warrant. He did not know any 

names of any of the suspects detained. Officer Rocklin observed an injury on 

described as a tiny scratch on his eyebrow. The road surface was the street, 

asphalt. Officer Rocklin did not know how the injury was caused. Officer Rocklin did not 

complete any reports. 

After further questions, Officer Rocklin denied he punched or slapped 

Officer Rock!' ht of one hand to hold to the asphalt/road 

surface whit was given verbal commands by Officer Barze and Officer 

O'Hanlon to, "get his hands out from underneath him." Officer Rocklin re-counted that 

did not comply with verbal commands, used his legs in 

an effort to get up and officers needed to, "wrestle" his arms to gain control. 

I had Officer Rocklin view an electronic HENRAP image ofl and I had him 

view a photo of with an injury. Officer Rocklin did not recognize either 

photo. However, Officer Rocklin agreed the injury site was consistent the injury that 

had on his left eye orbital area. 

Officer Rocklin observed Officer Barze give first aid to Officer Rocklin 

articulated that MPD policy stated that when suspects are injured that a supervisor will 

be notified. Officer Rocklin stated he did not notify a supervisor and he did not 

complete a report. Officer Rocklin was aware the suspect was a juvenile and the 

suspect was transported by Officer Barze. Officer Rocklin denied that Officer Barze 

consulted with him about how to proceed with the booking process for 

STATEMENT of OFFICER TYRONE BARZE 

260B.171- Juvenile Records 

Officer Tyrone Barze was interviewed on 01/16/2014. He was given the Garrity warning 

and he signed the data practices form. 

On 11/15/2013, Officer Barze was working off-duty call sign 6404 a 

The location was an approved off-duty work site. Officer Barze picked up a 

marked squad at the 2nd Precinct and drove to 13.43 - Personnel Data His shift hours 

that day were 1000 to 1500 hours. Officer Barze was wearing the MPD uniform. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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Officer Barze was signed on to the13.43 - Personnel Datajob along with Officer Paul 

O'Hanlon. The Officers arrived at the school separately. At 1500 hours, school 

dismissed for the day. Officer Barze went to his squad to patrol the area and monitored 

the school walkie-talkie. Officer Barze heard a broadcast about males in the area 

wearing masks. The broadcast was placed over school radio system. Officer Barze 

observed suspects ride bikes away from him and run off into yards near 4300 to 4400 

Morgan Av N. Officer Barze was concerned about fights between students; the flight of 

the suspects was alarming. 

Officer Barze observed four males. Two males were wearing Halloween style masks. 

Officer Barze confronted the males and he removed the masks from the males `faces, 

Officer Barze placed the males against his squad car, he notified MECC via radio and he 

waited for assistance. Officer O'Hanlon and Officer Rocklin walked over to assist. 

Officer Barze conducted a pat down of the suspects. 3 suspects were secured in a squad 

and one was seated on the curb outside the squad car. The suspects were identified. 
One of the suspect was identified by staff. 

Officer Barze had exit the squad car, place his hands behind his head to 

be handcuffed. The sus ect was told he was under arrest. Officer Barze secured a right 

hand in a handcuff. did a, "180 degree spin" and was facing Officer 

Barze. Officer Barze and Officer O'Hanlon attempted to control the suspect. Officer 

O'Hanlon took control of the left side of M=shoulder area and Officer Barze 

maintained control of the right hand. Officer Barze pulled in one direction and Officer 

O'Hanlon pulled in the opposite direction. At that point the suspect fell to the ground. 

Officer Barze denied that a take-down technique was applied on the suspect and he 

stated the suspect fell on his own with-out a use of force. The suspect "spun and fell" 

and may have struck his face on the pavement. Officer Barze used the "multiple officer 

arrest" technique. He positioned himself to the head area of the suspect and secured 

the head with his hands, the suspect had his hands underneath him. Officer O'Hanlon 

attempted to finish the handcuffing. Officer Barze did not remember what Officer 

Rocklin was doing, other than stating he was, "nearby." 
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Officer Barze reported that had a cut above his left eye and an abrasion on. 

his left cheek. I had Officer Barze view an electronic image of with the 

injury. Officer Barze gave first aid; he used an antiseptic wipe on the injury 

site and an adhesive strip. No ambulance was called for 

Officer Barze transported to JDC. He did not notify a supervisor of the arrest 

and injury. Officer Barze did not believe had needed to notify the supervisor as the 

injury may have been pre-existing, he may have been in a fight or he may have struck his 

face when fell. Moreover, Officer Barze stated he did not use any force, that 

pulled away and no force produced the injury. Officer Barze stated that 

there was NO non-reportable use of force and no supervisor notification was needed 

per policy 5-306. 

Officer Barze stated that during the transport, the suspect did not ask for medical 

treatment. Officer Barze went to the JDC to book I had Officer Barze view 

the JDC intake video and talk me through it. The video was date/time stamped 

11/15/2013 at 4:32pm. 

Officer Barze confirmed that he was the Officer that walked with into the 

JDC. Officer Barze described that there was a bandage on head. He was 

aware that a JDC nurse was present along with another JDC staff member. Officer Barze 

did not notify the JDC staff at intake that the suspect had an injury. 

I confronted Officer Barze about the suspect wearing a bandana into the JDC. The JDC 

video showed the bandana was covering the injury site of and the bandana 

was removed from head by the JDC nurse to examine the injury. Officer 

Barze remarked that he did not put the bandana on head. I asked Officer 

Barze how he treated the injury site with the bandana on head. Officer 

Barze stated, "He must have had the bandana on prior to...l didn't put one on his 

head...prior to coming to school." I ask Officer Barze to explain how he placed a 
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bandage over the injury with a bandana on his head. Officer Barze said the bandana 

may have been high," I know I didn't put it on his head. " 

Officer Barze remembered the JDC nurse checked injury site and he 

remembered that the nurse suggested that taken to the hospital. Officer 

Barze left the JDC with the suspect and he took him back to his mother's house. I asked 

Officer Barze to explain why he took this action. 

Officer Barze stated that the injury was minor, it was a small cut. He stated he would 

see what the suspect's mother thought and, "the kid did not want to be at JDC 

anymore." 

Officer Barze was not asked by the suspect's mother to bring her son to the hospital, he 

remarked, "If she had, I would have." 

I ressed Officer Barze further about providing an explanation for not bringing 

to the hospital for treatment. Officer Barze response was that his decision 

was based on the level of injury, he wanted the suspect's mother to see the injury, he 

wanted to just take him home and his time was, "limited" in terms of going back to the 

hospital. 

I asked Officer Barze to tell me about his discretion in releasing with a felony 

warrant. Officer Barze stated he waited 35 minutes to enter JDC, the suspect was not 

accepted based on the injury and he brought the suspect home to his mother. 

Officer Barze recalled seeing two Metro Transit officers in the area of the arrest. Officer 

Barze did not observe the Transit Officers involved in the arrest. No additional MPD 

Officers were called in to assist with crowd issues. 
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I asked Officer Barze to explain how the suspect did not comply with him and to tell me 
about his concerns when a suspect had one handcuff on and one off. Officer Barze was 

concerned because, "most people comply." At first the suspect was told to place his 
hands behind his back and he complied, then one handcuff was applied, the suspect 
"spun around." One handcuff was loose. The loose handcuff was concerning because 

the metal cuff could be used as an edged weapon. In addition, the suspect had a free 

hand and was facing Officer Barze. Officer Barze stated his back was to traffic, he could 

have been pushed into a car or the crowd in the area could have run up behind him. 

Officer Barze concurred that all of these safety concerns above are important to include 
in a report. 

I reviewed the use of force policy definition, section 1 3.43 5-306 
Officer Barze stated he understood the policy. I asked him if he 

contacted a supervisor by phone or radio to inform them of the arrest, he said no. 
Officer Barze did not consult with Officer O'Hanlon or Officer Rocklin on how to proceed 

with the arrest. 

13.43 
13.43 - Personnel Data 

SUMMARY of ALLEGATIONS 

Officer Tyrone Barze made an off-duty arrest on 11/15/2013. The person arrested was a 
juvenile male, 2606.171- Juvenile Records had an outstanding felony warrant for his 
arrest. 3 MPD officers participated in the arrest. alleged that several 
officers participated in his arrest used excessive force and caused an injury to his left eye 
(laceration over the orbital bone.) 

Officer Barze transportec to JDC. At the JDC sally-port, JDC staff 
refused to accept due to an injury of his left eyebrow area. JDC staff indicated 
that officer Barze was unprofessional when he exited the JDC due to a statement he made 
while exit. 

investigation revealed that 3 MPD Officers were involved in the arrest of
Officer T rone Barze and Officer O'Hanlon were working off-duty 

employed by 13.43 - Personnel Data and Officer Michael Rocklin was working on-duty 
assigned as the full time School Resource Officer at the school. All three officers 
participated in the arrest, a MPD Supervisor was not notified of the injury as a result of 
the arrest and the CAPRS report was incomplete. 
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The JDC Registered Nurse, Cheryl Hafften evaluate injury and made 
a recommendation that he should be brought to HCMC for medical treatment. Officer 
Barze transported home and released him without medical treatment and 
the felony warrant was not satisfied. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

Allegation #2: suffered an injury over his left eye (laceration) over the 
orbital bone as a result of the arrest. A supervisor was not notified of the arrest and the 
complete use of force was not documented in a CAPRS report. If this allegation were 
found true it would violate the following: 

5-306 USE OF FORCE — REPORTING AND POST INCIDENT REQUIREMENTS 

Any sworn MPD employee who uses force shall comply with the following requirements: 

Medical Assistance: 

As soon as reasonably practical, determine if anyone was injured and render medical aid 
consistent with training and request Emergency Medical Service (EMS) if necessary. 

Supervisor Notification and CAPRS Reporting Requirements: 

A CAPRS report entitled "FORCE" shall be completed as soon as practical, but no later 
than the end of that shift. A supplement describing the use of force incident in detail shall 
be completed and entered directly into the CAPRS reporting system (no handwritten 
force reports). Employees shall ensure that all applicable force portions of the CAPRS 
report are completed in full. ' 

°Sworn employees shall complete a CAPRS report entitled "PRIORI" for all incidents in 
which a person has a prior injury, or prior alleged injury, and there is actual physical 
contact or transportation by the police. 
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•CAPRS Report Required- Supervisor Notification Required. 
All other force, injuries or alleged injury incidents require both a CAPRS report and 
supervisor notification. The sworn employee shall remain on scene and immediately 
notify a supervisor by phone or radio of the force that was used. 
-Supervisors shall not conduct a force review on their own use of force. Any other 
supervisor of any rank shall conduct the force review. (04/16/12) 
°A CAPRS report entitled "FORCE" shall be completed as soon as practical, but no later 
than the end of that shift. A supplement describing the use of force incident in detail shall 
be completed and entered directly into the CAPRS reporting system (no handwritten 
force reports). Employees shall ensure that all applicable force portions of the CAPRS 
report are completed in full. 
°Sworn employees shall complete a CAPRS report entitled "PRIORI" for all incidents in 
which a person has a prior injury, or prior alleged injury, and there is actual physical 
contact or transportation by the police. 

Transfer of Custody: 

Prior to transferring custody of a subject that force was used upon; sworn MPD 
employees shall verbally notify the receiving agency or employee of: 

The type of force used, 

•Any injuries sustained (real or alleged) and 
•Any medical aid / EMS rendered 

Investigative Facts: 

• Officers char 
the injury to 

-• 
2606.171- Juvenile Records 

fell during the arrest process, causing 

• The road surface at the scene of the arrest was asphalt. 
• Officer Barze •rovided first aid to 
• Officer Barze, 

an on-duty supervisor abou 
• JDC video confirmed injury to 
• JDC staff nurse (Cheryl Hafften) observed the injury to and 

recommended medical treatment at HCMC. 
• Officer Barze stated he did not inform JDC about 

injury. 
• Nurse Hafften and JDC staff member Daniel Tanner completed internal reports 

concerning and reported the injury to their superiors. 
• Officer Barze did not complete a use of force report or fully document the arrest. 
• 
• 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
at the scene of the arrest. 

participated in the arrest and did not notify 
suffering an injury during the arrest. 

260B.171- Juvenile Records 

having an 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

I confirm that the information I provided in this case is true to the best of my 

knowledge. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Sgt. Thomas Wheeler 

Internal Affairs Unit 
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Minneapolis 
City of Lakes 

Police Department 

Janee L. Harteau 
Chief of Police 

350 South 5th Street - Room 130 
Minneapolis, MN 55415-1389 

612 673-2735 
TTY 612 673-2157 

Officer Tyrone Barze 
Second Precinct 
Minneapolis Police Department 

August 28, 2014 

RE: IAU Case Number #13-32434 
Notice of Suspension (20 hours suspension without pay) 

Officer Barze, 

The finding for IAU Case #13-32434 is as follows: 

MPD PIP 5-306 Use of Force-Post Incident Requirements-Supervisor Notification...SUSTAINED 
(Category B) 

As discipline for this incident you are suspended for 20 hours without pay. This case will remain a "B" 
violation and will remain on file until 11/15/2016, which is three years from the date of incident. 

This case will remain in IAU files per the record retention guidelines mandated by State Law. 

Be advised that any additional violations of Department Rules and Regulations may result in more 
severe disciplinary action up to and including discharge from employment. 

Ca0 

Minneapolis 

City Information 
and Services 

Sincerely, 

Janee Harteau 
Chief of Police 

By: Matti w
Assistant Chief 

www.ci.minneapolis.mn.us 

Affirmative Action Employer 
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Page 2 
Officer Barze 
Suspension Letter 

I, Officer Tyrone Barze, acknowledge receipt of this 
Notice of Suspension. 

/0
fficerBarze Date Af Rec, ipt 

Inspectoi Waite 

CC: Personnel 
Inspector Waite 
IAU 

(dcda- GD -3 7)ti 
Date 
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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Deputy Chief Travis Glampe 
Office of Professional Standards 

Room 130-City Hall 
350 South Fifth Street 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415 
612 673-2445 

MEMORANDUM 

08-11-2014 

To: AC Clark 
Re: Officer Barze and Officer O'Hanlon 

Officer Barze 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
-Use of Force Reporting-Supervisor Notification: While Officer Barze claims not to 
have used a takedown technique; he in fact did use force that resulted in the suspect 
going to the ground. An impact with the ground resulted, consistent with the injuries 
that occurred. As such he is required to report this force to a supervisor. I recommend 
this be SUSTAINED at a "B" level. (5-306) 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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The e anel recommends sustaining the B level violation for failing to notify a supervisor 
13.43 - Personnel Data 
as a baseline. 

This is on the Disci line Matrix with a 20 hour sus sension 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
13.43 - Personnel Data 

FINAL RECOMMENDATION: SUSTAIN 5-306 USE OF FORCE-REPORTING 
AND POST INCIDENT REQUIREMENTS. PER THE DISCIPLINE MATRIX 
THIS WOULD BE A "B" LEVEL WITH 20 HOURS OF SUSPENSION. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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